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I am someone who has enjoyed playing and watching baseball.  One aspect that I 
enjoy about watching it played at the major league level is getting to see ballplayers do 
things that I could never do in my wildest dreams.  Very few people can pitch a ball at 90 to 
100 miles per hour.  And rare is the person who can hit one of those balls that is moving at 
that speed while also curving or dropping.  Major leaguers have physical gifts and talents 
that most people don’t have and then they have to work hard to further develop and refine 
those natural gifts they have in order to play at the high level required in professional 
baseball.  

Baseball has a lot of slang expressions that goes with its play-by-play description.  
One of those terms is ‘bush league.’  This refers to a quality of playing baseball that is of a 
minor league or unprofessional level.  The bushes or the sticks are slang expressions for 
small towns where minor league teams may operate. 1 Our Exodus story today is one where 
God recruits a bush leaguer to do a major league task by using a burning bush.   

God has decided that the Hebrew people need to be delivered from slavery from 
what was at that time the most powerful country in the world.  It is rather surprising that 
God chooses someone who is not exactly ready for the big time to lead that effort.  Last 
week we heard the early part of Moses’ story about how God used Hebrew and Egyptian 
women to protect him as a baby when genocidal initiatives to kill Hebrew babies were 
taking place.  As a result, even though Moses was a Hebrew, he was raised in the extended 
Egyptian royal family.  But one day, when he as a young adult saw firsthand the beating of a 
Hebrew slave, he became so angry that he struck and killed the abuser.  He then fled the 
country and went out to the wilderness, where he met a priest named Jethro, and 
eventually married one of the priest’s daughters, Zipporah.  Years go by.  Then God decides 
it is time to recruit someone who would be used to free the slaves from Egypt.   

To whom does God turn?  Not a military general; not an established political leader; 
not someone who would automatically have influence with what was now a new pharaoh.  
We find out later in the story that God doesn’t even recruit someone who is a gifted and 
persuasive speaker.  Instead, in God’s strange wisdom, it is a fugitive who has committed 
manslaughter who doesn’t have any job more impressive than looking after his father-in-
law’s sheep.   

On what starts out as an ordinary day for Moses, he is tending the sheep when he 
sees an odd sight.  He is drawn to a bush, because it looks to be on fire, but when he looks 
more closely, it isn’t being burned up.  It is not for religious reasons that he approaches the 
bush; he is simply curious.  He hasn’t sought or prepared for an encounter with God.  His 
father-in-law is a priest – he is not.  What he sees is a combination of the mysterious (the 
non-consuming flame) with the natural (the bush).  Then God speaks, “Moses, Moses.”  
“Here I am,” is the confused reply.  The voice from the burning bush continues, “Come no 
closer!  Remove the sandals from your feet, for the place on which you are standing is holy 
ground.”  Just a few minutes earlier, the ground had been ordinary ground and the bush 
seemed to have been a run-of-the-mill bush.  The sacred, at least in this case, enters the 
ordinary.   

The voice then identifies itself as being from the God of his ancestors.  God then 
speaks about feeling the pain of the Hebrews who have been suffering in slavery, and the 



plan is for them to be delivered out of slavery into a good land that will provide for their 
needs.  Just when Moses must be wondering why he is being informed of all of this, God 
says, “I will send you to Pharaoh, to bring my people, the Israelites, out of Egypt.”  Perhaps, 
there is a feeling that he has been ambushed by a bush, because Moses says in essence that 
he was not looking for such a position and did not know how God had gotten his resume.  
“Don’t worry,” God says, “I’ll be with you throughout all of this.”   

“And say a bit more about who you are,” Moses asks.  YHWH is the name for God 
most often used in the Hebrew language, and it is close to a form of the Hebrew verb ‘to be.’  
Rather than a noun for a name, God tells Moses, “I am who I am,” or “I will be who I am.”  
This is an active God who is all about being and doing.    

I doubt any of us have had a conversation with God through a burning bush.  The 
only time I’ve seen a burning bush was strangely enough following a fireworks show after 
an Orioles’ baseball game at Camden Yards.  That bush just outside the stadium was 
definitely consumed by the fire that night and there was no voice that accompanied the 
sight, just the fire fighters’ siren.   

But God can speak through sparking interest in a particular area of need or in giving 
someone a burning desire to address it.  God can speak by opening doors through some 
surprising development or in a comment someone makes that just sticks with us.  God can 
speak when out of the blue we happen to hit a home run or God may be speaking when we 
keep striking out somewhere.  Those who would become disciples of Jesus were not looking 
to change their life plans when they heard a compelling figure say, “Follow me.”  Something 
beyond them beckoned something within them and in changing course, they discovered the 
deepest joy and meaning they had ever known.   

Moses wasn’t looking for much for his life beyond meeting his and his own family’s 
needs.  But God has a way of tying our life stories to a larger story.  God, in a wide variety of 
ways, invites us to be a part of something much larger and more enduring than ourselves.  
And for those of us who feel like bush leaguers, who don’t feel in anyway ready to take on 
something big, something that seems beyond our capacities, when we listen to the stories 
of those whom God engaged for one thing or another, we’ll discover that the God who calls 
also equips.  The sacred still enters the ordinary and can bring about something 
extraordinary.  We are called to lives that are different, that make a difference.  Guided by 
our epistle lesson today, that can happen when we rejoice with those who rejoice and weep 
with those who weep.  It can happen when we bless instead of curse those who have given 
us a hard time.  It can happen when we rejoice in hope, when we are patient in our 
suffering, when we persevere in prayer, when we contribute to the needs of others and 
extend hospitality to strangers.   

Was Moses on Easy Street after responding to God’s call?  No, he went through a lot 
of ups and downs.  There were challenges that went well beyond his capacity to meet them, 
but he was never alone in having to do so.  What a life he led, starting with the day he left 
his tent a shepherd and came back God’s partner to liberate a nation.  Was the bush leaguer 
named Moses up to the job?  No, but Moses and God and those others who God also used 
were.  And somehow, with the state that the world is in, with the suffering that is going on, 
somehow I figure the God who is all about being and doing and recruiting and equipping is 
filling out a new lineup card full of unlikely characters, even like you and me.   

 
1  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_baseball 


